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FLASH REPORT: 85% of S&P 500 Index® Companies Publish
Sustainability Reports in 2017
SOURCE: GOVERNANCE & ACCOUNTABILITY INSTITUTE, INC.
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in the capital markets. In charting reporting performance in prior years, G&A researchers found that:

“Sustainability reporting” rose dramatically from 2011, when roughly 20% of companies published reports
During the year 2011, just under 20% of S&P 500 companies reported on their sustainability, corporate social
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By 2013, 72% were reporting — that is 7-out-of-10 of all companies in the popular benchmark;
In 2014, 75% of the S&P 500 were publishing reports;
This enhanced and expanded corporate disclosure and structured reporting underscores the importance a
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COMMENTS
Louis Coppola, , EVP & Co-Founder of G&A Institute, who designs and manages the annual analysis, notes: "One of the
most powerful driving forces behind the rise in reporting is an increasing demand from all categories of investors for
material, relevant, comparable, accurate and actionable ESG disclosure from companies they invest in. Mainstream
investors constantly searching for larger returns have come to the conclusion that a company that considers their material
Environmental, Social, and Governance opportunities and risks in their long-term strategies will outperform and
outcompete those firms that do not. It's just a matter now of following the money."
"The proliferation of ESG data providers, rankers, and raters has also matured alongside the demand from investors, and
more disclosure from companies. In addition, globally-accepted reporting standards continue to evolve as the entire field
matures and advances, following a similar path to the development of standardized financial disclosure in the first half of
the 1900's.
"As someone who has worked on ESG issues their entire professional career, this is personally a very exciting time to be
advising leading companies and investors on how to navigate this field. While our study shows there are still holdouts not
reporting, the number steadily shrinks each year as an increasing number of stakeholders including customers,
employees, investors, local communities, and others demand consideration of ESG in companies’ missions, strategies and
operations."
Hank Boerner, , Chairman & Co-Founder of the Institute, observed: "We live in a period of conflicting views on critical
issues, like the effects of climate change, the societal quest for greater diversity and inclusion, the importance of
demonstrating environmental stewardship, the rising expectations for greater accountability of leadership and expectations
related to product responsibility.
“It should be very encouraging to all stakeholders that the largest publicly-traded companies in the US clearly recognize
their societal responsibilities and strive to develop strategies, fine-tune their programs, engage with their stakeholders,
improve their overall ESG performance, and enhance their disclosure by publishing sustainability/responsibility/citizenship
reports.
“The actions of the super-majority of the S&P 500 are especially encouraging in the wake of the decision of the current

other important 21st century measures of national progress. It is clear that the leaders of corporate America are
acknowledging the realities of these challenges as they maintain a steady course toward greater corporate sustainability
and the protection of the global society.”

THE DIMINISHING NON-REPORTERS AMONG US CORPORATES
This chart presents the number of companies from each GICS* sector that do not publicly report
on their sustainability opportunities, risks, strategies, actions, programs, and achievements between 2014 and 2017 -implying no organized focus on corporate sustainability and ESG performance.

Governance & Accountability Institute's research team of talented analyst interns made significant contributions to this
study and we recognize and salute them here:

ABOUT GOVERNANCE & ACCOUNTABILITY INSTITUTE, INC.
Founded in 2006, G&A Institute, Inc. is a sustainability consulting firm headquartered in New York City, advising
corporations and investors on executing winning strategies that maximize return on investment at every step of their
sustainability journey
. The G&A consulting team helps corporate and investor clients recognize, understand and address sustainability issues to
address stakeholder and shareholder concerns.
G&A Institute is the Data Partner for the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) in the US, UK, and Republic of Ireland. The G&A
team performs this pro bono work on behalf of GRI. Over more than seven years, G&A has analyzed more than
6,000 sustainability reports and catalogued hundreds of important data points for these reports.
G&A’s sustainability-focused consulting and advisory services fall into three main pillars: (1) Sustainability/ESG Consulting;
(2) Communications and Recognitions, and (3) Investor / Capital Markets Relations. The resources available within each
category include sustainability/CSR reporting assistance; materiality assessments; stakeholder engagement; strategy
setting; ESG survey responses; ESG benchmarking; investor ESG data review & enhancement; investor relations ESG
programs; investor engagement; sustainability communications; manager coaching; team building; training; advice on thirdparty awards, recognition, and index inclusions; ESG issues monitoring and customized research.

ABOUT THE *S&P 500®
According to the owner, S&P Dow Jones Indices / McGraw Hill Financial: “The S&P 500® is market-value weighted and is widely regarded as the best
single gauge of large cap US equities. There is over US$7.8 trillion benchmarked to the index, with index assets comprising approximately US$2.2
trillion of this total. The index includes 500 leading companies with market-cap of $6 billion and more, and captures approximately 80% coverage of
available market capitalization.” The S&P 500 is a trademarked® property of S&P Dow Jones Indices, McGraw Hill Financial. Index INDEXCBOE:.INX.
Ticker: SPX The Index Annual Return was 21.83% through 12-31-17. The long-term average is 12%. S&P Dow Jones Indices is a division of S&P
Global (NYSE:SPGI): www.spdji.com
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Sustainability / ESG Consulting
Governance & Accountability Institute service offerings related to Sustainability / ESG Consulting
Sustainability Reporting
GRI Standards Reporting
SDGs -Corporate Strategies
Gap Analysis
Materiality Assessment
Stakeholder Engagement
Competitive Benchmarking
ESG Issues Management
Training & Coaching

Communications & Recognitions
Governance & Accountability Institute service offerings related to Communications & Recognition

Report Announcement
Third Party Recognition & Awards
PR & Corporate Communications
Event / Speaking Opportunities
Writing & Editorial Services

Investor Relations
Governance & Accountability Institute service offerings related to Investor Relations
ESG Data Review & Enhancement
Investor Survey Response
Investor Engagement
Shareholder Base Profiling
ESG Investor Roadshow
Investor ESG Perception Studies

